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Abstract -This paper intend to solve the parallel matrix 

multiplication performance in a shared memory environment 

through OpenMP. The applications contribute to the products of 

rows and columns on different cores. Parallel algorithms are 

developed for most current applications like image processing 

and video processing require advanced computational 

throughputs with minimum time. Multiplication of large 

matrices entails a lot of computation time and space complexity. 

Using the OpenMP directives and function the parallel matrix 

multiplication excutes on Intel Core2Duo, Quad2core, and Intel 

Core i5 Processors. The parallel efficiency is almost perfect when 

the number of core is augmented.  
KeywordsParallelComputing, OpenMP, Static 

SchedulingMultiCore, Matrix (keywords) 

INTRODUCTION 

Matrix multiplication is one of the most innate operations in 

linear algebra operation. Matrix multiplication has important 

application in the areas of graph theory, numerical algorithms, 

signal processing, and digital control. The conventional matrix 

multiplication is a matrix whose elements are originate by 

multiplying the elements of the same row from the first matrix 

times the related elements of the same column from the 

second matrix and summing. The course of action for finding 

an element of the resultant matrix is to multiply the first 

element of the same row from the first matrix times the first 

element of the same column from the second matrix and add it 

to the second element of that row from the first matrix times 

the second element of that column from the second matrix, 

plus the third elements and so on until the last element of that 

row from the first matrix is multiplied by the last element of 

that column from the second matrix and added to the sum. [1] 

 
 

 

The number of the columns of the first matrix matches the 

number of the rows of the second matrix. The product of an 

m×p matrix A with a p×n matrix B is an m×n matrix denoted 

AB whose entries are 

 

Where 1 ≤ i ≤ m is the row index and 1 ≤ j ≤ n is the column 

index.  

Parallel matrix multiplication has been investigated 

extensively in the last two decades [2-22]. There are diverse 

approaches for matrix-matrix multiplication: 1Dsystolic [5], 

2D-systolic [6], Cannon’s algorithm [2], Fox’s algorithm [3, 

4], Berntsen’s algorithm [6, 7], the transpose algorithm [8] and 

DNS algorithm [7, 9, 14, 15]. Fox’s algorithm was extended in 

PUMMA [16] and BiMMeR [17] using dissimilar data 

distribution formats. Agarwal et al. [18] developed an 

additional matrix multiplication algorithm that overlaps 

communication with computation. SUMMA [19] is closely 

related to Agarwal’s approach, and is used in practice in 

pdgemm routine in PBLAS [20], which is one of the primary 

building blocks of ScaLAPACK [21]. DIMMA [22] is related 

to SUMMA but uses a different pipelined communication 

scheme for overlapping communication and computation. 

 

In the previous studies, researchers targeted their parallel 

implementations for extremely parallel processor (MPP) 

architectures with uni-processor computational nodes (e.g., 

Intel Touchstone Delta, Intel IPSC/860, nCUBE/2) on which 

message passing was the highest-performance and typically 

the only communication protocol accessible. In particular, 
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these algorithms relied on optimized broadcasts or send-

receive operations. With the materialization of portable 

message-passing interfaces (PVM, and later MPI), the parallel 

matrix multiplication algorithms were implemented in a 

portable manner, distributed widely and used in 

applications.[23] 

 

In parallel matrix multiplication, successive vector inner 

products are computed independently. Let n = qp, where n is 

the number of rows of matrix A, p is the number of 

processors, and chunk size (q) is greater than are equal to1 is 

an integer.  Matrices A and B are stored in global memory so 

that each processor can have right of entry to all the 

rows/columns. The basic idea is to distribute a different 

working set of rows/columns to each processor. Processor i 

computes row vectors qi, qi+1, ... ,qi+q–1 of product matrix C, 

where i = 0,1,..., p–1. This is illustrated in Figure 1.1 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.1 Shared-Memory Implementation using OpenMP 

 

Parallel Computing Platforms  

 

In order to attain parallel execution in software, hardware 

must afford a platform that supports the concurrent execution 

of multiple threads. Generally speaking, computer 

architectures can be classified by two different dimensions. 

The first dimension is the number of instruction streams that 

particular computer architecture may be proficient to process 

at a single point in time. The second dimension is the number 

of data streamsthat can be processed at a single point in time. 

In this way, any given computing system can be described in 

terms of how instructions and data are processed. This 

classification system is known as Flynn’s taxonomy (Flynn, 

1972), and is graphically depicted in Figure 1.2 

 
Fig. 1.2.Flynn’s taxonomy 

A single instruction, single data (SISD) machine Instructions 

are executed in a serial fashion. A multiple instruction, single 

data (MISD) machine is capable of processing a single data 

stream using multiple instruction streams simultaneously. A 

single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) machine is one in 

which a single instruction stream has the ability to process 

multiple data streams simultaneously. A multiple instruction, 

multiple data (MIMD) machine is capable of is executing 

multiple instruction streams, while working on a separate and 

independent data stream. This is the most common parallel 

computing platform today. New multi-core platforms such as 

the Intel® Core™ Duo processor fall into this category. 

 Multi-core architectures  
A processor is basically a unit that reads and executes program 

instructions, which are fixed-length typically 32 or 64 bit or 

variable-length chunks of data. The data in the instruction tells 

the processor what to do. Single core processor can only 

execute one instruction at a time. Nevertheless the name 

implies, Multi-core processors are self-possessed of more than 

one core. The advantage of a multi-core processor over a 

single core one is that the multi-core processor can either use 

both its cores to bring about a single task or it can span threads 

which divided tasks between both its cores, so that it takes 

twice the quantity of time it would take to execute the task 

than it would on a single core processor. Multi- core 

processors can also execute multiple tasks at a single time. 

Multi-core is a shared memory processor. All cores share the 

same memory. All cores are on the same chip on a multi-core 

architecture. 
Parallel Programming Paradigms 

 

There are two leading parallel programming paradigms: 

shared memory and message passing. Shared memory parallel 

programming has a efficiency advantage over message 

passing. Shared memory parallel programming has difficulty 

scaling to the same degree as message passing for the reason 

that it inherently depends on a single, shared address space. 

Despite this limitation, implementations of shared memory 

programming models, such as OpenMP, are accepted for their 

productivity gains. Reasonable investments of programmer 

effort and time can defer applications that can at least scale 

with the number of cores on a single node that share an 

address space. 
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2. OpenMP 

  

An OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) is an 

application programming interface (API) that supports multi-

platform shared memorymultiprocessing programming in C, 

C++, and Fortran on many architectures, including Unix and 

Microsoft Windows platforms. It consists of a set of compiler 

directives, library routines, and environment variables that 

influence run-time behavior. An OpenMP application always 

begins with a single thread of control, called the master thread, 

which exists for the duration of the program. The set of 

variables available to any particular thread is called the 

thread’s execution context. During execution, the master 

thread may encounter parallel regions, at which the master 

thread will fork new threads, each with its own stack and 

execution context. At the end of the parallel region, the forked 

threads will terminate, and the master thread continues 

execution. Nested parallelism, for which forked threads fork 

further threads, is supported. [24] 

 

Static scheduling is the evasion work sharing 

constructs and works well for impartial loops that have a 

relatively stable cost per iteration. However, some loops are 

unbalanced, with some iterations taking much longer than 

others. For such loops, static scheduling is not ideal, as fast 

threads will complete their work early and block until slow 

threads have completed their work. With OpenMP, it is 

possible to specify the scheduling system (for example, using 

the static or dynamic clause). In a dynamic schedule, the 

number of iterations for each thread can diverge depending on 

the workload. When free, each thread requests extra iteration 

until the loop is complete. Dynamic scheduling is more 

flexible but does add further overhead in coordinating the 

distribution of work amongst the threads. Later, we will show 

an example where dynamic scheduling makes a significant 

difference in runtime of a parallelized image processing 

algorithm. By default, the system will decide how many 

threads to fork during runtime. The number of spawned 

threads can be retrieved using integer 

omp_get_num_threads(void) . In addition, the number of 

threads may be set using omp_set_num_threads(integer) or by 

using an environment variable, OMP_NUM _THREADS.  

3. Program Design 

Matrix multiplication is significant in the areas of 

regression study and statistical prospect. Our work will focus 

on parallelization in shared memory under multi-core 

architecture using OpenMP for calculating product of two 

Matrices. 

For performing the matrix multiplication C = A x B, we 

assume that A, B and C are m x p, p x n, and m x n , 

respectively. The parallelized routine also requires chunk size 

and scheduling criteria (static/dynamic). That is, if the chunk 

size is 10 then size of A is   m10 x p10, B and C must be p10 x 

n10, m10 x n10 respectively. The way in which a matrix is 

parallelized over the processor core has a major impact on the 

load balance and communication characteristics of the 

concurrent algorithm, hence largely determines its 

performance and scalability [24]. 

 

Pseudo Code for Matrix Multiplication. 

 

 Dynamic Memory Allocation for Martix [A],[B],[C] ; 

if columns[A] <> rows [B] 

then ERROR "Incompatible Dimensions" 

else 

perform parallelization based on chunk size and scheduling in 

static/dynamic    

for i = 1 to rows[A] 

for j = 1 to columns[A] 

 initialize values for matrix [A] 

end for 

end for 

perform parallelization based on chunk size and scheduling in 

static/dynamic    

for i = 1 to rows[B] 

for j = 1 to columns[B] 

 initialize values for matrix [B] 

end for 

end for 

perform parallelization based on chunk size and scheduling in 

static/dynamic    

for i = 1 to rows[A] 

for j = 1 to columns[B] 

 C[i,j] = 0 

for k = 1 to columns[B] 

  do C[i,j] = C[i,j] + A[i,k] * B[k,j] 

end for 

end for 

end for 

end if 

return C 

4. Result and Discussion 

We have experienced our Parallel Matrix 

Multiplication routine with OpenMP mentioned above and 

provide results of our testing in below Tables. We had to 

dynamically allocate memory for the matrix and then free the 

space we created to solve the problem “Segmentation fault” so 

that the program, when it is ran, accepts matrix sizes of very 

large inputs. The performance of a parallel algorithm depends 

on the problem size (matrix size in our case) and on the 

number of processors in the system. Shared-memory has the 

lowest speed-up and efficiency. 

Table 4.1 Matrix Multiplication using OpenMP - Static 

Scheduling in CORE 2 Duo processor 

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 1.073768 3.413346 10.640282 

20 1.092668 3.414655 10.892876 

30 1.094169 3.437773 10.959022 

40 1.072171 3.53869 11.147851 

50 1.087502 3.432951 10.77767 

60 1.087808 3.442412 11.174299 

70 1.070293 3.418635 10.894293 

80 1.080062 3.676274 11.151645 
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90 1.076981 3.405416 10.736582 

100 1.266558 3.571906 10.869207 

 

The table 4.1 shows computational time for  the range of 

Chunk sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  such that  

500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. Using static 

scheduling of processor, performance utilization has to be 

checked in core 2 Duo processor  

 
 

Fig. 4.1.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in static in core 2 Duo. 

The Figure 4.1 illustrates the performance for 

different dimensions of the matrices on the Core 2 Duo 

processor. In this static scheduling the computational seconds 

varies from the 1.07 seconds to 11.17 seconds. 

Table 4.2 Matrix Multiplication using OpenMP– Dynamic 

Scheduling in CORE 2 Duo. 

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 1.064798 3.386348 10.7228 

20 1.081873 3.371341 10.79072 

30 1.085556 3.381558 10.89966 

40 1.094119 3.416453 11.12071 

50 1.120815 3.417674 10.71403 

60 1.095696 3.410385 11.09376 

70 1.09167 3.403089 10.76365 

80 1.106868 3.615555 11.10989 

90 1.14368 3.444732 10.67411 

100 1.181004 3.461205 10.7286 

The table 4.2 shows computational time for  the 

range of Chunk sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  

such that  500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. 

Using dynamic scheduling of processor, performance 

utilization has to be checked in core 2 Duo processor. 

 
Fig. 4.2.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in dynamic in core 2 Duo. In this dynamic 

scheduling the computational seconds varies from the 1.06 

seconds to 11.12 seconds. 

 

Table 4.3 Matrix Multiplication using OpenMPStatic 

Scheduling in CORE 2 Quad 

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 0.433558 1.423025 4.429557 

20 0.465367 1.402888 4.583158 

30 0.477731 1.413935 4.720773 

40 0.470766 1.555186 4.924991 

50 0.504634 1.563814 4.604029 

60 0.462347 1.456627 4.914035 

70 0.467908 1.644715 4.920412 

80 0.538869 1.749397 4.914101 

90 0.605863 1.424059 4.938601 

100 0.659826 1.614379 5.303862 

The table 4.3 shows computational time for  the range of 

Chunk sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  such that  

500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. Using static 

scheduling of processor, performance utilization has to be 

checked in core 2 Quad processor. 

 
 

Fig. 4.3.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in static in core 2 Quad processor.In this static 

scheduling the computational seconds varies from the 0.43 

seconds to 5.3 seconds. 
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Table 4.4 Matrix Multiplication using OpenMP - Dynamic 

Scheduling in CORE 2 Quad  

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 0.416216 1.38126 4.374863 

20 0.446692 1.398309 4.559802 

30 0.448718 1.389191 4.920398 

40 0.450918 1.534446 5.058076 

50 0.499986 1.521179 4.385373 

60 0.453649 1.368606 4.908728 

70 0.453312 1.631554 4.917149 

80 0.515441 1.714549 4.902543 

90 0.574762 1.40414 4.730807 

100 0.635542 1.550798 5.271628 

The table 4.4 shows computational time for  the 

range of Chunk sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  

such that  500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. 

Using dynamic scheduling of processor, performance 

utilization has to be checked in core 2 Quad processor.  

 
 

Fig. 4.4.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in dynamic in core 2 Quad processor. 

The Figure 4.4 illustrates the performance for 

different dimensions of the matrices on the Core 2 Quad 

processor. In this dynamic scheduling the computational 

seconds varies from the  0.41 seconds to  5.27 seconds. The 

table 4.5 shows computational time for  the range of Chunk 

sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  such that  

500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. Using static 

scheduling of processor, performance utilization has to be 

checked in Intel core i5 processor. 

Table 4.5 Matrix Multiplication using OpenMP–static 

scheduling in Intel i5 processor. 

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 0.80843 2.01143 5.845444 

20 0.65202 1.80459 5.762384 

30 0.67084 1.80467 5.893899 

40 0.64914 1.96406 6.043778 

50 0.66453 1.94845 5.828618 

60 0.66486 1.8058 6.01718 

70 0.72714 1.83558 5.969118 

80 0.80093 1.96834 6.002868 

90 0.8298 1.86191 5.972743 

100 0.85924 1.91966 6.170007 

 

 
Fig. 4.5.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in static in Intel Core i5 processor. 

The Figure 4.5 illustrates the performance for different 

dimensions of the matrices on the Intel Core i5 processor. In 

this static scheduling the computational seconds varies from 

the 0.64 seconds to 6.17 seconds. 

 

Table 4.6 Matrix Multiplication Using OpenMP – Dynamic 

Scheduling in Intel Core i5 processor. 

Chunk size 500* 500 700 x 700 1000*1000 

10 0.601765 1.738506 5.396477 

20 0.603647 1.698589 5.508287 

30 0.603441 1.669133 5.649263 

40 0.603894 1.843558 5.774957 

50 0.642419 1.864242 5.513369 

60 0.798689 1.678806 5.694179 

70 0.631173 1.76017 5.553349 

80 0.650142 1.959228 5.849023 

90 0.897436 1.882568 5.727452 

100 0.874522 1.813911 5.648354 

The table 4.6 shows computational time for  the range of 

Chunk sizes from 10 to 100 in different dimensions  such that  

500*500, 700*700, 1000*1000 for our algorithm. Using 

dynamic scheduling of processor, performance utilization has 

to be checked in Intel core i5 processor. 
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Fig. 4.6.Different Matrix size versus computations time 

scheduling in dynamic in Intel Core i5 processor. 

In this dynamic scheduling the computational seconds varies 

from the 0.60 seconds to 5.84 seconds. 

 

Table. 4.7.Time calculation on Static scheduling in different 

multi-core processor 

Matrix Size 500*500 700*700 1000*1000 

Core 2 Duo 1.100198 3.475206 10.92437 

Core 2 Quad 0.508687 1.524803 4.825352 

Inte i5 0.732693 1.892449 5.950604 

 

 
The Figure 4.7 illustrates the performance for different 

dimensions of the matrices on the Intel processors. 

In this static scheduling the computational seconds varies from 

the 0.50 seconds to 10.92 seconds. 

 

Table. 4. 8.Time calculation on dynamic scheduling in 

different multi-core processor. 

Matrix Size 500*500 700*700 1000*1000 

Core 2 Duo 1.106608 3.435283 10.87569 

Core 2 Quad 0.489524 1.500218 4.845744 

Inte i5 0.690713 1.796108 5.65497 

 

 
The Figure 4.8 illustrates the Average performance for 

different dimensions of the matrices on the Intel processors. In 

this dynamic scheduling the Average computational seconds 

varies from the 0.48 seconds to 10.87 seconds 

 

5. Conclusion 

Matrix multiplication algorithms have long 

development history. Currently the most competent 

implementations are developed with the help of various 

hardware mechanisms. It is not enough to use high-quality and 

proficient uni-core architecture. With the fast changing 

hardware environments it is predictable to have new, faster 

implementations for almost every matrix operations. Parallel 

matrix multiplication makes two profit in term of performance 

issue. First, High hardware utilization and computation speed 

is achieved as implied in parallelism on multi-core machines. 

In This paper parallel matrix multiplication is implemented 

and analyzed on shared memory system in multi-core 

architecture. Parallel Matrix multiplication is an excellent 

program for parallel processing, overcome the time-

complexity and space-complexity performance and efficiency 

figures have shown.  
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